New products and applications session discussion

- **Data products** (L2 versus gridded products)
  - Differenciate in terms of applications
  - Sufficient documentation (incl. metadata)?
  - NetCDF CF standards (CF metadata mailing list: [http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/support/index.html#mailinglists](http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/support/index.html#mailinglists)); preferred data format?
  - Advertising current products (RSS, JPL, OSI SAF, etc.) within the user community
  - Uncertainty estimates required (should also be used and documented in the gridded products)
  - Flags versus filtering data

- **Quality control**
  - Different methods; should we converge? (same for coastal processing)
  - Rain contamination

- **High winds**
  - SFMR as calibration standard? (after calibration issues resolved)
  - Assess sensitivities and SNR characteristics of different sensors

- **Other products**
  - L-band winds and sea state parameters